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Helping the Ukrainians

In May, too, we remain in our thoughts with Ukraine that mightily holds her flag high

in an exhaustive war. We stir activities at bod.K7 towards those who have left their

homeland, as we want them to feel at least somewhat at home here with us. We

have thus opened all events charge-free to Ukrainian nationals who found a

temporary refuge in Nitra. Furthermore, in cooperation with the sculptor Elena

Kárová and the project A Tulip for You, we will be holding an integration art

workshop for Ukrainian and Nitra children. Led by Ms Kárová, the event is

scheduled for 17 May 2022. What it means to leave or not leave one's home is a

theme of a discussion on 26 May with the sociologist Zuzana Kusá that follows the

screening of an archive record of the production Zvizdal (Chernobyl – so far, so

close). Also note that another work was added to the mini-gallery of posters by the

Ukrainian designer Mykola Kovalenko in bod.K7 – this time in memory of the

children victims of the war.



Tulip windows viewed by their authors

A Tulip for You is a long running and highly successful project of integration

creative activities for partially sighted and blind children. It has been coordinated by

the Association Divadelná Nitra since 2007. After the pandemic, the event brought

together over 30 of its members from the Primary Boarding School for Visually

Disadvantaged Pupils in Bratislava and those from The Prince Pribina

Elementary School in Nitra. The sculptor Elena Kárová, the heart and driving

force of the project, did not conceal her enthusiasm of being again with her "tulip

children" after a long time. Together they enjoyed the workshop, as well as the

exhibition Tulip Windows in the Behind the Glass Gallery . For the entire month, the

Gallery presented their works, a walk through Nitra and some tasty ice cream. Plus,

two partially sighted boys and one blind left Nitra richer with experiences, but also

new computers, specially adapted for the needs of their challenge. Read more

about the lovely meeting here.

Encounter of generations

Creation of a new international work #Generation(s) was launched at bod.K7 at

the turn of April and May 2022. The work is the culmination of a two-week

residency that was part of the creative process taking place in other (not only)

European cities: Sansepolcro (IT), Gothenburg (SE), Lozère (FR) and Montreal

(CA). The work is to set a mirror to the present and confront young people who were

born in the „connected" world.

Professional artists from the French group Le Cri Dévot and teenagers from The

J. Rosinský Elementary School of Art in Nitra were present their

intergenerational work-piece as work-in-progress in front of viewers in bod.K7. Learn

more about the residency on our website.

bod.k7 brings more lavish treats in May



Even during the fifth month of 2022, bod.k7 opens its doors to general public. The

idea of a multigenre programme remains live in May, too: theatre, film, screening

from archives, discussion, new exhibition, workshop, networking. Full programme is

available here.

Peter Decheť in the Behind the Glass
Gallery

Exhibition with the mysterious title com.zoom will draw passers-by from 11 May

2022, when the show opens with curatorial introduction and some music. The

author, Peter Decheť, is visual artist, a graduate of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the

Academy of Arts in Banská Bystrica.



For bod.K7 gallery, he created a site-specific installation that follows upon his

leitmotif: the function of an object in the state in which it was found, known as ready-

made object. Details about the author, the exhibition curated by Zuzana Novotová

Godálová, and about the year-round concept of the Behind the Glass Gallery is

available here.

Introducing the publication
Transcending Divadelná Nitra 1992 –

2021

On Thursday, 26 May 2022 the e-book Transcending Divadelná Nitra 1992 – 2021

will be presented at bod.K7 during the networking meeting of the Association

Divadelná Nitra and culture stakeholders from Nitra and its surrounding region. It

follows upon the publication Desire Alive for Beauty ... Festival Divadelná Nitra

1992 – 2016 that reflected 25 years of the Festival largely in terms of the main

programme, featured theatres and theatre makers from Slovakia and abroad.

Transcending Divadelná Nitra 1992 – 2021 addresses the phenomenon of the

International Festival / Association Divadelná Nitra and its overlaps in different walks

of cultural, social and political life of the city of Nitra, as well as Slovakia, Central

European region and wider Europe. Find out more about the underlying principles of

the publication, the process of its creation or the envisaged benefits on our website.

Award to the founder of the
International Theatre Festival

Divadelná Nitra



Darina Kárová was added to the names of distinction in stage art on the Wall of

Fame in The Andrej Bagar Theatre foyer in Nitra. Jaroslav Dóczy, Director of The

Andrej Bagar Theatre (Divadlo Andreja Bagara, DAB), carried out the ceremonial

introduction in the Hall of Fame before the recent première there. Between 1975 and

1998, Darina Kárová was a dramaturge at DAB. In 1992 she founded and continues

to run the International Theatre Festival Divadelná Nitra, one of the utmost

theatre festivals in Central Europe. An active force in cultural policy, Ms Kárová also

remains indefatigable in organising a range of international projects, learning

programmes, conferences, workshops or seminars dedicated to contemporary

theatre and culture. Sincerest congratulations on the award! We wish you an

abundance of energy in your endeavour in popularising theatre.
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